ThinkSmart One + Controller
The world's first Windows-based integrated collaboration solution

Immersive collaboration is a must in today's hybrid workforce. That's why Lenovo has designed ThinkSmart One + Controller, the first and only Windows-based integrated collaboration bar on the market. Combining the high-resolution camera with extra-wide field-of-view (FOV), premium sound for lifelike clarity, and powerful compute running Microsoft Windows, this device is ideal for small and medium spaces. Plus, the intuitive ThinkSmart Controller, a 10.1-inch, 10-point touch HD display with anti-glare and anti-fingerprint coating, gives you one-touch join to keep your meetings efficient and productive.

Certified for Teams Rooms and preloaded with ThinkSmart Manager software, ThinkSmart One bar is powered by 11th Gen Intel® Core™ vPro™ processors with Intel® Iris® Xe graphics for next-level collaboration. Microsoft Teams Rooms is a robust conferencing platform built for enterprise teams to join meetings, share documents, and connect to third-party applications. And with camera, sound, and compute combined in a single device, installation is a snap. Whether ThinkSmart One + Controller is set up in a huddle space or medium conference room, its digital clock, modern design, and minimal cables deliver a clean and tidy aesthetic.

1ThinkSmart Manager comes pre-loaded on all ThinkSmart One devices. ThinkSmart Manager has two levels: Basic and Premium. Premium is included with your ThinkSmart One purchase for one year. You can choose to continue service for an additional cost.
Purpose built for hybrid collaboration
ThinkSmart One + Controller offers first-in-market innovation for modern functionality and aesthetics. Enable true audiovisual collaboration in the office and beyond with this distinctive solution.

**COMPUTE**
Supplies built-in formidable compute running on the Windows IoT platform and powered by the lower energy-consumption 11th Gen Intel® Core™ vPro™ processors with Intel® Iris® Xe graphics. Certified for Microsoft Teams Rooms for small to medium rooms.

**CAMERA**
Creates an immersive space where everyone can be fully engaged—wherever they are—with high frame rates that eliminate distracting lag and distortion, plus an extra-wide field of view. Provides sharp contrast, vivid colors, and brighter images in low-light environments. Offers intelligent features like auto-zoom, auto-framing, people-counting, speaker-tracking, and whiteboard-awareness.

**SOUND**
Delivers premium sound for crisp clarity through stereo speakers with high-volume capacity and range. Includes eight integrated mics with 180-degree wide-range coverage and frequency, plus integrated DSP for echo and noise cancellation.

Intentional sustainability
Lenovo ThinkSmart products use recycled and/or sustainable packaging, as well as PCC recycled product material. All Lenovo devices are manufactured using low-temperature solder for reduced emissions. And by 2025, Lenovo aims to obtain 90% of electricity for global operations from renewable sources and remove one million tons of greenhouse gas emissions from the supply chain.

Take control of collaboration with the ThinkSmart Controller.

The ThinkSmart Controller is an intuitive 10.1-inch, 10-point touch display with the familiar Microsoft Teams interface that allows users to initiate and control the meeting, share content, and communicate easily. And no more smudges clouding the view, thanks to the ThinkSmart Controller’s anti-glare and anti-fingerprint display.

---

1Product packaging shall contain, on average, a minimum total percentage of 90% by weight of any combination of the following materials: Recycled content, biobased plastic, non-wood biobased fiber material, and/or sustainably forested material.